August NEW BOOKS
339.2 Sow Discrimination and disparities
"Challenges believers in such one-factor explanations of economic outcome differences as
discrimination, exploitation or genetics. It offers its own new analysis, based on an entirely different
approach--and backed up with empirical evidence from around the world. The point is not to
recommend some particular policy "fix", but to clarify why so many policy fixers have turned out to be
counterproductive, and to expose some seemingly invincible fallacies behind many of those
counterproductive policies"—Jacket
364.15 Kin Beneath a ruthless sun: a true story of violence, race, and justice lost and found
From the author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning bestseller "Devil in the Grove" comes a gripping story of
sex, race, class, corruption, and the arc of justice. In December 1957, Blanche Bosanquet Knowles, the
wealthy young wife of a citrus baron, is raped in her home while her husband is away. Journalist Mabel
Norris Reese and an inexperienced young lawyer pursue the case, winning unlikely allies and chasing
down leads until at long last they begin to unravel the unspeakable truths behind a racial conspiracy that
shocked a community into silence
92 Ahm A cave in the clouds: a young woman's escape from ISIS
"Captured by ISIS, her bravery and faith became her pathway to freedom. Badeeah Hassan was just 18
when she witnessed firsthand the horrors of the 2014 genocide of the Ezidi people by ISIS forces.
Captured by ISIS, known locally as Daesh, Badeeah was among hundreds forced into a brutal human
trafficking network made up of women and girls of Ezidi ethnicity, a much-persecuted minority culture
of Iraq. Badeeah's story takes her to Syria where she is sold to a high-ranking ISIS commander known as
Al Amriki, the American, kept as a house slave, raped, and routinely assaulted. Only the presence of her
young nephew Eivan and her friend Navine, also prisoners, keeps her from harming herself. In captivity,
she draws on memories and stories from her childhood to maintain a small bit of control in an otherwise
volatile situation. Ultimately, it is her profound sense of faith and brave resistance that lead her to
escape with Eivan and reunite with family. Since her escape, Badeeah has brought her harrowing story
of war and survival to the world's stage, raising awareness about the little-known acts of genocide
against her culture and the strength of a people unknown to many around the world. This captivating
account of courage extends beyond the confines of her experience; Badeeah's story is about the
resilience of women, girls, and persecuted groups everywhere in the face of seemingly insurmountable
oppression."—
940.54 Wei A thousand sisters : the heroic airwomen of the Soviet Union in World War II
In the early years of World War II, Josef Stalin issued an order that made the Soviet Union the first
country in the world to allow female pilots to fly in combat. Led by Marina Raskova, these three
regiments, including the 588th Night Bomber Regiment--nicknamed the "night witches"--faced intense
pressure and obstacles both in the sky and on the ground. Some of these young women perished in
flames. Many of them were in their teens when they went to war. This is the story of Raskova's three
regiments, women who enlisted and were deployed on the front lines of battle as navigators, pilots, and
mechanics. It is the story of a thousand young women who wanted to take flight to defend their
country, and the woman who brought them together in the sky. Packed with black-and-white

photographs, fascinating sidebars, and thoroughly researched details, A Thousand Sisters is the inspiring
true story of a group of women who set out to change the world, and the sisterhood they formed even
amid the destruction of war
F Anc The weight of the stars
Ryann Bird dreams of traveling across the stars. But a career in space isn't an option for a girl who lives
in a trailer park on the wrong side of town. So Ryann becomes her circumstances and settles for acting
out and skipping school with her delinquent friends. One day she meets Alexandria: a furious loner who
spurns Ryann's offer of friendship. After a horrific accident leaves Alexandria with a broken arm, the girls
are brought together despite themselves - and Ryann learns her secret: Alexandria's mother is an
astronaut who volunteered for a one-way trip to the edge of the solar system. Every night without fail,
Alexandria waits to catch radio signals from her mother. And now it's up to Ryann to lift her onto the
roof day after day until the silence between them grows into friendship, and eventually something
more. (inside cover)
F Bag Mammoth
Paleontology geek and plus-size fashion blogger Natalie Page lands an internship working with a
celebrated paleontologist, but she realizes that in order to stand out in a field dominated by men, she
must first learn to stand up for herself.
F Con The last voyage of Poe Blythe
Who do you become when you have nothing left to lose? There is something Poe Blythe, the seventeenyear-old captain of the Outpost’s last mining ship, wants far more than the gold they tear from the
Serpentine River. Revenge. Poe has vowed to annihilate the river raiders who robbed her of everything
two years ago. But as she navigates the treacherous waters of the Serpentine and realizes there might
be a traitor among her crew, she must also reckon with who she has become, who she wants to be, and
the ways love can change and shape you. Even—and especially—when you think all is lost. Ally Condie,
the international bestselling author of the Matched trilogy, returns with an intricately crafted and
emotionally gripping story of one young woman’s journey to move beyond the grief and anger that
control her and find the inner strength to chart her own course. (Amazon)
F Haw Spell bound
"Just as Sophie Mercer has come to accept her extraordinary magical powers as a demon, the Prodigium
Council strips them away. Now Sophie is defenseless, alone, and at the mercy of her sworn enemie--the
Brannicks, a family of warrior women who hunt down the Prodigium. Or at least that's what Sophie
thinks, until she makes a surprising discovery. The Brannicks know an epic war is coming, and they
believe Sophie is the only one powerful enough to stop the world from ending. But without her magic,
Sophie isn't so sure."
F Haw Demonglass
After learning that she is capable of dangerous magic, Sophie Mercer goes to England with her father,
friend Jenna, and Cal hoping to have her powers removed, but soon she learns that she is being hunted
by the Eye--and haunted by Elodie

F Hur The nowhere man
"Spoken about in whispers, the Nowhere Man can be reached only by the truly desperate, and he will do
anything he can to save them. Evan Smoak is the Nowhere Man. Taken from a group home at twelve,
Evan was raised and trained as part of the Orphan Program, an off-the-books operation designed to
create deniable intelligence assets--i.e. assassins. Evan was Orphan X. He later broke with the program,
using everything he'd learned to disappear and reinvent himself as the Nowhere Man. But his new life is
interrupted when a surprise attack comes from an unlikely angle and Evan is caught unaware. Captured,
drugged, and spirited off to a remote location, he finds himself heavily guarded and cut off from
everything he knows. His captors think they have him trapped and helpless in a virtual cage, but they
don't know who they're dealing with--or that they've trapped themselves inside that cage with one of
the deadliest and most resourceful men on earth. Continuing his electrifying series featuring Evan
Smoak, Gregg Hurwitz delivers a blistering, compelling new novel in the series launched with the
breakout national bestseller, Orphan X."--Book jacket flap
F Hur Hellbent
"Taken from a group home at age twelve, Evan Smoak was raised and trained as an off-the-books
government assassin: Orphan X. After he broke with the Orphan Program, Evan disappeared and
reinvented himself as the Nowhere Man, a man spoken about only in whispers, reachable only at a
secret phone number passed around by those in need, and dedicated to helping the truly desperate. But
this time, the desperate voice on the other end is Jack Johns, the man who raised and trained him, the
only father Evan has ever known. Secret government forces are busy trying to scrub the remaining
assets and traces of the Orphan Program and they have finally tracked down Jack. With little time
remaining, Jack gives Evan his last assignment: find and protect his last protégé and recruit for the
program. But Evan isn't the only one after this last Orphan--the new head of the Orphan Program, Van
Sciver, is mustering all the assets at his disposal to take out both Evan (Orphan X) and the target he is
trying to protect." –
F Hut The past and other things that should stay buried
A good friend will bury your body, a best friend will dig you back up. Dino doesn't mind spending time
with the dead. His parents own a funeral home, and death is literally the family business. He's just not
used to them talking back. Until Dino's ex-best friend July dies suddenly--and then comes back to life.
Except not exactly. Somehow July is not quite alive, and not quite dead. As Dino and July attempt to
figure out what's happening, they must also confront why and how their friendship ended so badly, and
what they have left to understand about themselves, each other, and all those grand mysteries of life.
F Leg Furyborn
When assassins ambush her best friend, Rielle Dardenne risks everything to save him, exposing herself
as one of a pair of prophesied queens: a queen of light, and a queen of blood. To prove she is the Sun
Queen, Rielle must endure seven elemental magic trials. If she fails, she will be executed...unless the
trials kill her first. One thousand years later, the legend of Queen Rielle is a fairy tale to Eliana Ferracora.
A bounty hunter for the Undying Empire, Eliana believes herself untouchable--until her mother vanishes.
To find her, Eliana joins a rebel captain and discovers that the evil at the empire's heart is more terrible
than she ever imagined. As Rielle and Eliana fight in a cosmic war that spans millennia, their stories
intersect, and the shocking connections between them ultimately determine the fate of their world--and
of each other.--dust jacket

F Leg Kingsbane
Sun Queen Rielle faces new trials as she tries to maintain the Gate and is tempted by the angel Corien,
while centuries later, Eliana must choose whether to embrace the crown or reject it forever.
F Lig The unfortunates
After getting away with murder, Grant Tavish plans his own form of justice, but before he can act upon it
a cave system collapse traps him and four other teenagers miles below the surface, where they soon
discover that they aren't alone.
F Loc Genuine fraud
The story of a young woman whose diabolical smarts are her ticket into a charmed life. But how many
times can someone reinvent themselves? You be the judge. Imogen is a runaway heiress, an orphan, a
cook, and a cheat. Jule is a fighter, a social chameleon, and an athlete. An intense friendship. A
disappearance. A murder, or maybe two. A bad romance, or maybe three. Blunt objects, disguises,
blood, and chocolate. The American dream, superheroes, spies, and villains. A girl who refuses to give
people what they want from her. A girl who refuses to be the person she once was
F McG Heroine
"When a car crash sidelines Mickey just before softball season, she has to find a way to hold on to her
spot as the catcher for a team expected to make a historic tournament run. Behind the plate is the only
place she's ever felt comfortable, and the painkillers she's been prescribed can help her get there. The
pills do more than take away pain; they make her feel good. With a new circle of friends--fellow injured
athletes, others with just time to kill--Mickey finds peaceful acceptance, and people with whom words
come easily, even if it is just the pills loosening her tongue. But as the pressure to be Mickey Catalan
heightens, her need increases, and it becomes less about pain and more about want, something that
could send her spiraling out of control."—Amazon
F McN #murdertrending
In the near future, citizens can enjoy watching the executions of society's most infamous convicted
felons, streaming live on The Postman app from the prison island Alcatraz 2.0. Dee Guerrera wakes up in
a haze, lying on the ground of a dimly lit warehouse, about to be the next victim of the app, found guilty
of murdering her stepsister. But Dee refuses to roll over and die for a heinous crime she didn't commit.
Her newly formed posse, the Death Row Breakfast Club, needs to prove she's innocent before she ends
up murdered for the world to see. That's if The Postman's cast of executioners don't kill them off one by
one, first. -- adapted from jacket
F Pat Invisible
On leave from her FBI researcher career, Emmy Dockery tries to convince her boyfriend that hundreds
of unsolved cases are linked to a single perpetrator
F Ric Pretend she's here
Emily has six siblings, but she was also close to her best friend, Lizzie Porter, who died nearly a year ago.
Emily is still grieving; Lizzie's family are grieving so much that they use Lizzie's younger sister, Chloe, as a
lure, and kidnap Emily, forcing her to dress, talk, and act like Lizzie. The Porters threaten to go after
Emily's family if she does not become the replacement for the daughter they lost. Emily is caught
between fear for herself and her family, and concern for Chloe, who she sees is also a victim of Mrs.
Porter's madness

F Roa Storm of locusts
It's been four weeks since the bloody showdown at Black Mesa, and Maggie Hoskie, Diné monster
hunter, is trying to make the best of things. Only her latest bounty hunt has gone sideways, she's lost
her only friend, Kai Arviso, and she's somehow found herself responsible for a girl with a strange clan
power. Then the Goodacre twins show up at Maggie's door with the news that Kai and the youngest
Goodacre, Caleb, have fallen in with a mysterious cult, led by a figure out of Navajo legend called the
White Locust. The Goodacres are convinced that Kai's a true believer, but Maggie suspects there's more
to Kai's new faith than meets the eye. She vows to track down the White Locust, then rescue Kai and
make things right between them. Her search leads her beyond the Walls of Dinétah and straight into the
horrors of the Big Water world outside. With the aid of a motley collection of allies, Maggie must battle
body harvesters, newborn casino gods and, ultimately, the White Locust himself. But the cult leader is
nothing like she suspected, and Kai might not need rescuing after all. When the full scope of the White
Locust's plans are revealed, Maggie's burgeoning trust in her friends, and herself, will be pushed to the
breaking point, and not everyone will survive. (back cover)
F She A danger to herself and others
After her best friend, Agnes, goes into a coma as a result of a game of Truth or Dare, rising senior
Hannah's secrets begin to escape while she is locked in a psychiatric hospital

